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❏ Transboundary themes, values, and gaps
“They are the same themes you see all around the world, the same 










Effective teaching Methods, 
and Meaningful learning. 
People are becoming more 





Identified gaps Interview Findings 
1
2
“Wildlife is real and many of us 
will have a wildlife encounter at 
some point in time”
“It’s about trying to form a 
connection through the screen.”
Not Forcing our Own values on 
students, and raising an 




“4 main values and viewpoints of wild 
animals: Economist, Ecologists, 
Philosopher, & Social Scientists 
“Our local and world climate are 
changing, and it’s important that our 
students are being taught about how 
that affects our population and 
wildlife.”
Interview Findings Continued 














THE FUTURE OF WILDLIFE







Website Structure Lesson Structure
Challenges and Limitations 
❏ Gathering information that fit the K-5 age group as well as our teaching 
goals 
❏ Website capabilities within our budget
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